
Be your best at work
Create outstanding brand compliant MS Office 

documents quickly with the empower® suite of Office add-

ins.



Our Mission
empower® enables people worldwide to 

create professional documents, 

presentations, spreadsheets, and emails 

more efficiently and effectively. 

Allowing our users more time to focus 

on their professions and things that really 

matter: to be their best at work.



empower® makes working with Microsoft Office easier, 

more efficient and brand compliant

easy efficient brand compliant

With empower®, you can build

professional Office documents from a 

company-wide Asset Library. Provide the

right templates, slides, images, 

signatures, and more to anyone who

needs them. Anytime, anywhere, with

just a few clicks.

empower® boosts productivity with

intelligent automation, integrated

seamlessly with MS Office. Instantly

searchable, ready-to-use assets make

you 30 % more effective. More time for 

creativity, less time clicking around.

empower® embeds your company style 

in MS Office. Customizable Font and 

Color Pickers encourage everyone to

use approved styling. Professionally built

templates and powerful formatting tools

produce brand compliant documents. 

The empower® Design Check can

update any document to your corporate

design.



empower® is the most-used add-in suite for MS Office

Integrated into MS Office

empower® is an overall add-in suite integrated

into your MS Office. empower® provides a 

central library with all documents, templates, 

company-wide signature management, brand

compliant formatting and a variety of

productivity tools.

For MS Office on Windows and Mac, for Office 

Online in browser und for Microsoft Teams.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/9u-nV5-qjFw
https://www.youtube.com/embed/9u-nV5-qjFw
https://www.youtube.com/embed/9u-nV5-qjFw


Our empower® products for MS Office in the overview

Learn more Learn more Learn more Learn more Learn more

Impress your audience with 

stunning presentations

Create expressive 

PowerPoint charts 

effortlessly

Manage all Word templates 

company-wide and worry-

free

Easily manage email 

signatures for all your 

employees

Convince with elegant 

Excel reports

→ Purchase the entire empower® Suite or only the empower® products you need right now.
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easy efficient brand compliant

Searching for existing slides to re-use is 

one of the biggest time waster when 

working with PowerPoint.* With the 

empower® Library all your organization’s 

slides are easily accessible and always 

up-to-date.

37 %* of your time in PowerPoint is spent 

with formatting slides. With empower®

Slides you can format slides most 

automatically and create presentations 

22 %* faster. 

Every second presentation is not 

compliant with brand guidelines.* The 

Template Library, Color and Font Picker 

and Design Check in empower® Slides 

ensure that every presentation 

consistently reflects your corporate 

design and reinforces your brand.

Impress your audience with 

stunning presentations

empower® Slides

* The big PowerPoint study by Nielsen on behalf of empower® (n= 1102)



Manage content with empower® Slides Library

Slide Management

Manage, collaborate and keep content up-to-

date all from within PowerPoint.

One central Slide Library

Slide updates

Rights management within the library

Google-like search

Everything offline available

easy



Create presentation 30% faster with empower® Slides

Productivity Tools

Format or align elements with just one click to 

have time again for the things that really matter. 

Agenda Assistant

Layout Tools

Smart Objects

Apply Format to any object

Send slides from within PowerPoint

efficient



Ensure brand compliance in every presentation 

100 % Corporate Design

Easily ensure that every presentation comply 

with your design guidelines.

Brand-approved Template Library

Design Check

Fonts & Color Picker

Convert from old to new

Master- and Presentation-Settings

brand compliant



Feature Overview of empower® Slides 

easy

Slide Library

Template Distribution

Set Default Template company-wide

Slide Updates 

Slide Links Inside the Library (update one 

slide in multiple presentations at once) 

Manage Slide Translations

Rights Management

Slide Protection 

Google-like Search

Offline Availability

Version History

Tagging and Labels

efficient

Automatic translation of slides with DeepL

Agenda Wizard

Layouts Tools

Smart Objects (Traffic Light, Harvey Ball, Stamps, 

Checkboxes) 

Linking Tables with Excel Data

Apply Format (bullets, text, tables, charts)

Send Slides as PDF 

Spell Checking Language of Slides

Delete all Speaker Notes

Remove all Animations

Anonymous Mode (hide logos)

brand compliant

Template Libraries (master, slides, tables, 

text elements, charts, icons, images , 

videos)

Design Check 

Convert Presentations from Old to New

Brand compliant Color and Font Picker

Multi Brand Support 

Logo Switcher

Watermarks and Stamps

DAM Integrations



easy efficient brand compliant

Creating complex charts is the time 

waster no. 1 in PowerPoint.* With 

empower® Charts, you can almost 

automatically create charts like Gantts 

and Waterfalls.

37 %* of your time working with 

PowerPoint is spent formatting. With 

empower® productivity tools you can 

format charts in no time, link them with 

Excel files, and add Arrows and Lines.

Most charts in presentations don‘t 

comply with brand-design guidelines.* 

With predefined charts and custom 

Color Pickers, you can ensure every 

chart is brand compliant.

Create expressive PowerPoint 

charts effortlessly

empower® Charts

* The big PowerPoint study by Nielsen on behalf of empower® (n= 1102)



Create charts with Arrows, Breaks and Links in no time

Productivity Tools

Effortlessly tune your charts with a few clicks 

and highlight your core message. 

Arrows

Breaks

Number formats

Data Processing

Excel Links

efficient



empower® makes it easy to visualize complex data

Charts

Use empower® to easily visualize your data, 

activities or project plans in professional charts.

Waterfall

Gantt Chart

Column & Bar 

Line

Pie & Circle

easy



Ensure your corporate design in every chart

100 % Corporate Design

Make sure that all users create charts that 

comply with your design guidelines.

Brand compliant Chart Templates

Color Picker

Convert from Old to New

brand compliant



Feature Overview of empower® Charts 

easy

Gantt Chart (project plan with rows, tasks, 

milestones, date lines, highlights, delays, 

notes, status icons, generic mode etc.) 

Waterfall

Column and Bar 

Line 

Mixed Charts

Pie and Circle

100% Area 

Scatter and Bubbles

Mekko

efficient

Sum Labels

Growth and CAGR Arrows

Delta, Value and Average Lines

Breaks

Number Formats

Data Processing (reverse, sort & transpose)

Same Scaling for multiple Charts on a Slide

In-Chart Legends

Excel Links (local and online) for charts, 

tables and text elements in PPT

brand compliant

Brand compliant Chart Templates

Brand compliant color transfer from Excel 

Color Picker 

Convert for PPT and think-cell1 charts

Multi Brand Support

1 think-cell® is a registered trademark of think-cell Software GmbH.



Manage thousands of Word templates company-wide

Content Library

Manage all your Word templates and ensure, 

that they are always up-to-date.

Asset Library 

Updates

User Profile Data

Google-like Search

Document Protection

easy



easy efficient brand compliant

Companies often have thousands of 

Word templates that are hard to manage 

and maintain. empower® Docs connects 

all your documents to dynamic 

templates and provides a Library to 

centrally manage them.

Searching for existing text blocks and 

clauses is one of the biggest productivity 

enemies when working with Word.* In 

empower® Docs you can easily find 

predefined and up-to-date text elements 

to create your documents faster. 

Every second Word document doesn’t 

comply with design guidelines.* With 

brand compliant Font and Color Pickers, 

you ensure that all your documents use 

the right format, fonts and colors.

Manage all Word templates 

company-wide and worry-free

empower® Docs

* The big global Office study by Nielsen on behalf of empower® (n= 2053)



Create documents faster with existing content

Content Element Library

The empower® Asset Library makes it easier 

generate high-quality documents by starting 

from a convenient template and pulling in 

approved content as needed. Pick and mix 

elements from the empower® Docs Library to 

create customized proposals, contracts, reports, 

any kind of MS Word document. Receive 

update notifications whenever a newer version 

of a Library asset gets published.

efficient



easy efficient brand compliant

Ensuring correct and legally compliant 

signatures for all employees is 

cumbersome and error-prone. With 

empower® Mails, you can centrally 

define and update signatures for the 

whole company. 

Searching for existing emails and 

standard text blocks is the biggest time 

waster in Outlook.* With empower®

Mails, you can easily find predefined and 

up-to-date text elements to compile 

emails in no time.

Only 59 % of emails are brand 

compliant.* Most employees use 

Microsoft’s default fonts and self-created 

signatures. empower® Mails’ centrally 

defined signatures and Font and Color 

Pickers ensure that every email is 

consistent with your brand. 

Easily manage email signatures for 

all your employees

empower® Mails

* The big global Office study by Nielsen on behalf of empower® (n= 2053)



Every word document in your corporate design

Color & Font Picker

empower® Docs embeds your organization’s 

design guidelines directly in Word. Ensure 

uniform, approved fonts, colors, and layouts in 

all documents. Your templates are configured 

so they can be edited easily with stylesheets. 

Locked templates help enforce design 

requirements.

brand compliant



Feature Overview of empower® Docs

easy

Template Library

Content Library (text blocks, charts, tables, 

pictures) 

Shared User Library

Updates for Legal Information

Management of Multiple Languages

Synchronization from external Sources 

(Active Directory) 

efficient

Automatic Document Filling (legal information, 

logo, data of user and company)

Rights Management

Google-like Search 

Offline Availability 

User Profiles

Company Profiles 

Location Profiles 

Support for Translations

Quick Access to most used Word Features

brand compliant

Colors and Fonts Picker

Logo Function

Multi Brand Support 

Document Protection



Automatically update signatures company-wide

Automatic Updates

Exceptionally practical: Your organization’s 

contact and legal information gets inserted 

automatically from the central empower® Mails 

database. Changes to organization data and 

Signature Templates are automatically 

synchronized to everyone.

efficient



Define email signatures company-wide

Signature Configuration

empower® Mails enables easy creating and 

customizing of email signatures with all legal 

information, logos and advertising banners. 

When you first start Outlook, empower® Mails 

sets up as many signatures as you need, even 

in multiple languages if required. User data is 

imported from Active Directory and can be 

edited manually. Admins can manage all 

signatures directly within MS Outlook.

easy



Every email in your corporate design

Fonts & Color Picker

Centrally provided Signature Templates and 

design settings ensure a uniform, brand 

compliant appearance for every email. 

empower® Mails includes customized Font and 

Color Pickers that help people stick to your 

corporate design.

brand compliant



Feature Overview of empower® Mails

easy

Automatic and Dynamic Signature Creation

Automatic Update

Synchronization with external Sources 

(Active Directory)

efficient

User Profiles 

Company Profiles 

Location Profiles

Support for Translations 

brand compliant

Signature Templates

Logo Function 

Color and Font Picker



easy efficient brand compliant

Every second excel report is based on an 

existing document.* With empower®

Sheets, you have access to a central 

Library with predefined templates and 

reports you can use to create elegant 

Excel documents. 

33 % of time working with Excel is spent 

on formatting.* empower® Sheets’ 

predefined templates and cell format 

styles help you create Excel sheets more 

quickly and reduce the time you waste 

formatting. 

55 % of spreadsheets doesn’t comply 

with design guidelines.* With the 

empower® Library of brand compliant 

templates, charts and tables, as well as 

custom Font and Color Pickers, every 

Excel report supports your brand. 

Convince with elegant

Excel reports

empower® Sheets

* The big global Office study by Nielsen on behalf of empower® (n= 2053)



Save time when formatting Excel sheets

Quick Formatting

Quickly format spreadsheets with predefined 

tables and charts. With empower® Sheets 

integrated into the Excel ribbon, everything you 

need is easy to find, front and center.

efficient



Provide Excel templates company-wide

Template Library

The empower® Sheets Library makes it easy to 

manage and deliver corporate design-

compliant templates for workbooks, charts, 

tables, and other assets. People can search and 

find what they need, when they need it, right 

within Excel itself.

easy



Every Excel sheet in your corporate design

Fonts and Color Picker

empower® Sheets embeds your brand in Excel. 

Guarantee consistency with curated, design-

compliant fonts, sizes, and colors. Expertly 

configured templates make editing easy. 

Uniform, corporate design compliant tools for 

font, color, cell formatting, tables, and charts 

ensure every spreadsheet 100% reflects your 

corporate design.

brand compliant



Feature Overview of empower® Sheets

easy

Template Library

Content Library

Shared User Library

Rights Management 

efficient

Offline Availability 

Quick Access to most used Excel Features

brand compliant

Workbook Templates

Chart Templates

Table Templates 

Cell Styles

Color and Font Picker 
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For all Platforms For all MS Office Versions For Cloud or On-premise

empower® is available for Windows, 

macOS and Office Online in your 

browser and MS Teams. empower®

Charts is currently only available for 

Windows.

empower® is available for all MS Office 

versions from MS Office 2010 up to MS 

Office 2019 and all Office 365 plans.

empower® is a distributed software 

solution that can be installed on-

premise, in your own cloud or in the 

empower® cloud.

IT Requirements:

empower® for all



Your data is yours: you choose how you want to run 

empower® in your corporation.

On-Premise

empower® can be installed 

in your IT environment so that 

you have full control over your 

data.

Corporate Cloud

empower® can be installed in 

your corporate cloud, no matter 

whether it is Microsoft Azure, 

AWS, or any other provider.

empower® Cloud

empower® can be run in our 

MS Azure-based empower®

Cloud as a single-tenant SaaS 

solution so that you don‘t have 

to do any maintenance.

                        
                     

                      
                     

                        
                     

                     
                     

                      
                     



Optimized for 

performance in 

global scenarios
With the default offline mode, users 

across all continents will always 

experience highest performance when 

working with empower® - even with 

poor bandwidth. For high usage 

scenarios, additional globally distributed 

endpoints can be added easily.



Integrate empower® with your existing applications

Uniform content management

With empower® Integrations you can integrate

all your existing content management

applications like DAM, PIM and SharePoint with

empower®. Also individual extensions can be

developed according to your wishes. All 

applications are intelligently linked to a uniform 

empower® platform.



empower® 9 Roadmap: 

SharePoint & Teams
Any empower® user and/or the central empower® admin can define external data 

sources, such as SharePoint, Box, OneDrive, Teams, Salesforce, or a share drive that 

should be added to his empower® Library view directly within PowerPoint.

When adding a data source, all presentations will be indexed and thumbnails for each 

slide will be created. However, the content itself will not be saved into the empower® 

database (no content duplication).

When the user works in his empower® Library, he can search individual slides from 

presentations inside these data sources and insert these slides individually with a 

mouse-click.

Whenever the content on these data sources changes (presentations will be modified, 

new presentations added or existing deleted), the empower® indexer will update the 

data in the empower® Library accordingly.

In addition, empower® can now learn where slides from the Library are used within 

these data sources and can provide update functionality if wanted.

Moreover, a user can choose to sync PPT content from a data source to his computer 

to work offline.



empower® is the market and technology leader



About Us
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Proved Quality Shaping the Future together empower® Client

empower® is a part of Microsoft 

Compatibility Lab. This ensures that our 

software is always compatible with the 

latest Microsoft Office updates. 

Our developers work closely together 

with the Microsoft Office Developer 

Team to define the API for the new web-

add-ins.

Microsoft is our client. They use 

empower® to manage their extensive 

slide libraries.

Microsoft is client and close 

partner of empower®



empower® is your strong 

partner since 15 years

>100
full-time employees

>2 m
empower® users worldwide fast & sustainably growing

2005
founded

Locations in 10 countries

empower GmbH – Im Mediapark 8 CologneTower – 50670 Cologne – Germany




